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Abstract
Generating discriminative input features is a key requirement for achieving highly accurate classifiers. The process of generating features from raw data is known as feature engineering and
it can take significant manual effort. In this paper we propose automated feature engineering to
derive a suite of additional features from a given set of basic features with the aim of both improving classifier accuracy through discriminative features, and to assist data scientists through
automation. Our implementation is specific to HTTP computer network traffic.
To measure the effectiveness of our proposal, we compare the performance of a supervised
machine learning classifier built with automated feature engineering versus one using humanguided features. The classifier addresses a problem in computer network security, namely the
detection of HTTP tunnels. We use Bro to process network traffic into base features and then
apply automated feature engineering to calculate a larger set of derived features. The derived
features are calculated without favour to any base feature and include entropy, length and Ngrams for all string features, and counts and averages over time for all numeric features. Feature
selection is then used to find the most relevant subset of these features.
Testing showed that both classifiers achieved a detection rate above 99.93% at a false positive
rate below 0.01%. For our datasets, we conclude that automated feature engineering can provide
the advantages of increasing classifier development speed and reducing development technical
difficulties through the removal of manual feature engineering. These are achieved while also
maintaining classification accuracy.
Keywords: feature engineering, HTTP, tunnel detection, supervised machine learning, Bro

1. Introduction
Machine learning (ML) algorithms build a model from data in order to derive knowledge or to
make predictions. These algorithms cannot generally be applied to raw data, but are instead used
within a process such as the six stage generic knowledge discovery and data mining (KDDM)
process proposed by Kurgan and Musilek (2006) and shown in Figure 1. The KDDM process
details the steps required when seeking new knowledge about an application domain from data.
The first stage is to understand the problem domain enough to specify the problem. The second
stage, data understanding, includes collection of the data and exploring it to assess data quality
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Figure 1: Stages in KDDM process, their relative effort, and detailed data preprocessing steps

and usefulness. This leads to the data preprocessing in the third stage which includes tasks such
as data cleaning, feature selection and extraction, and derivation of new features. In the fourth
stage, the machine learning algorithm is applied to prepared training, cross validation and test
datasets so the effectiveness of the approach can be measured in a standard way. The fifth stage
evaluates and interprets the results, and once the results are satisfactory, the ML model can be
deployed in Stage 6. Note there are feedback loops throughout the process to support iterative
improvement. The six stage generic model by Kurgan and Musilek (2006) is a unification of
five formal KDDM process models in their review, where each model had a different number of
stages, different terminology, but similar concepts. The authors also documented estimates of
the relative effort spent on each stage, with averages graphed in Figure 1. Despite the uncertainty
in these numbers, they highlight the effort required during preprocessing stages prior to machine
learning. The data preprocessing stage takes approximately 50% of the overall process effort,
while the machine learning or data mining stage takes 10% to 20% . This fact motivates our
work on improving data preprocessing, and in particular feature engineering.
ML has previously been applied in the field of computer network security to detect malicious activity and anomalies. To apply ML, network traffic is usually converted into a series of
observations, with each observation represented as a feature vector. For supervised techniques,
observations are also labelled with a normal or malicious class to enable training. The feature vectors are then used as input to the data mining or machine learning algorithm to make a
prediction. In each application, observations are tailored to the activity of interest. E.g. to detect crafted packets PHAD takes observations of individual packet headers (Mahoney and Chan,
2001). A total of 33 packet header attributes are compared with a model built from normal traffic
to generate a packet anomaly score. To detect attacks on web applications, Kruegel and Vigna
(2003) instead take observations of user parameters in normal web requests. Parameter size and
structure are modelled, and outliers are detected as anomalies. Perdisci et al. (2009) developed
McPAD to detect shellcode attacks on web servers. They used web request payloads as obser2

vations. N-grams extracted from normal request payloads were used to build one-class SVM
models of normal requests. Anomalies were again indicative of attacks. A number of supervised
and unsupervised ML techniques were applied to the KDD Cup 1999 dataset (KDD, 1999) to
detect different types of malicious traffic such as scans, DoS and attacks. Techniques included
Bayesian Networks (Chebrolu et al., 2005), Random Forests (Jiong and Mohammad, 2006) and
SVMs (Xu, 2006). The large number of papers using this dataset can be attributed to the fact
that the network traffic was already preprocessed and labelled. The preprocessing generated 41
features for each connection, including 9 from packet headers within the connection, 19 from
multiple flows within a time window or connection window, and 13 extracted from the payload.
The 41 features were constructed using a combination of data mining techniques and expert domain knowledge to assist detection of 5 classes of malicious traffic (Lee and Stolfo, 2000, 1998).
One of the authors’ stated goals was to eliminate the manual and ad-hoc processes of building an
IDS. While their research was successful, it found the raw network traffic needed a lot of iterative
data preprocessing and required significant domain knowledge to produce a good feature set. It
also found that adding temporal-statistic measures significantly improved classification accuracy.
We aim to develop an automated feature engineering process for HTTP computer network
traffic. This is motivated by the significant effort currently required to derive feature vectors from
network traffic. Ideally it should be as easy for data scientists to apply ML to arbitrary HTTP
traffic as it is to the heavily preprocessed KDD Cup 1999 dataset. To derive features from network
traffic, we first make use of third party software including Bro (Paxson, 1999) which performs the
useful tasks of parsing raw network traffic, reconstructing TCP sessions and extracting metadata
from application layer traffic such as HTTP. Next, we apply automated feature engineering to
derive a large number of additional features based on the Bro features. Through this process
we aim to reduce technical barriers to producing suitable data for ML classifiers, and also aim
to improve classifier accuracy by automatically generating a large set of features from which a
highly discriminative subset can be selected.
To test whether these aims can be achieved, we apply our techniques to the problem of detecting a covert form of communication known as HTTP tunnelling. In particular, the paper reports
on the design, testing and comparison of two HTTP tunnel detectors where one is built with our
proposed automated feature engineering and the other using human-guided features.
1.1. Aims and Contributions
This paper describes the design of two HTTP Exfiltration Detectors (HEDs) and provides an
evaluation of their performance on test datasets. Particular contributions are:
• development of an automated feature engineering process to produce features from raw
HTTP network traffic
• an evaluation of this automated feature engineering process by comparing the accuracy of
HED using automatically generated features versus human-guided features.
One of the aims of our automated feature engineering is to enable data scientists to apply
their skills to raw HTTP network traffic samples. Many data science papers have been published
using the KDD Cup 1999 dataset which is a preprocessed and labelled version of raw network
traffic. Our feature engineering process should enable similar (although unlabelled) datasets to
be created from recently captured traffic.
The remainder of the paper consists of a discussion of related work in Section 2; Section 3
describes the design of our detectors focussing on the different data preprocessing approaches
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used; Section 4 describes the experimental method for evaluating the detectors; Sections 5 and 6
list and discuss the results respectively; and Section 7 summarises the outcomes of the work.
2. Related Work
In this section we review related work in HTTP tunnel detection and in feature engineering.
2.1. HTTP Tunnels
HTTP tunnels pose a security risk to organizations. While they can be used for legitimate
purposes such as protecting user privacy or for delivering real-time services over HTTP, they
could equivalently be misused to bypass network security, exfiltrate data or be used as a command
and control channel. Due to these security risks, organisations generally attempt to prevent
unauthorised HTTP tunnels.
To set up a HTTP tunnel, the user would generally need to run tunnelling software on devices
at both ends of the tunnel. This software encodes data entering the tunnel, and decodes data
exiting it. Once the tunnel is established it can be used to send or receive arbitrary data or
commands. The tunnelled data can be obfuscated or encrypted to counter reverse engineering
attempts.
A number of software implementations for tunnelling over HTTP/HTTPS are freely available. Implementations of HTTP tunnels include Firepass (Dyatlov, 2003), corkscrew (Padgett, 2001) and GNU httptunnel (Brinkhoff, 2008). For this paper we installed and ran these,
and other HTTP tunnel implementations in a testbed. Tunnelling software is also available for
other common protocols, e.g. for DNS software implementations include Iodine1 , Ozyman2 and
DNScat3 . While many other types of network covert channels exist, this paper limits the scope
to storage channels using the HTTP protocol. HTTP was chosen since the protocol is generally
allowed to egress an organisation and hence is a prime target for attackers. Storage channels were
chosen because they appear more popular due to their generally higher bandwidth than timing
channels. Storage channels place hidden information within the objects being transmitted such
as in unimportant or unused sections of protocols or data formats. This is in contrast to timing
channels which transmit information as metadata such as through manipulating of the timing or
ordering of network packets, or by the presence or absence of a particular message.
2.2. Tunnel Detection
To avoid the security risks of these tunnels, ideally networks could prevent them. However,
prevention is not always practical given many organisations require open web communication to
do business. Zander et al. (2007) discusses important tunnel prevention measures.
Since tunnel prevention measures are imperfect, networks should also be monitored to detect
suspicious activity indicative of tunnelling.
Several HTTP tunnel detection techniques based on network monitoring have been published.
Webtap applies anomaly detection to HTTP layer information to find unusual HTTP request
headers as well as usage statistics indicative of a tunnel (Borders and Prakash, 2004) . DUMONT is
a similar system which uses a hierarchy of one-class SVM to classify flows as normal or a tunnel
1 Iodine:

http://code.kryo.se/iodine/
http://www.doxpara.com/
3 DNScat: http://tadek.pietraszek.org/projects/DNScat

2 Ozyman:
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(Schwenk and Rieck, 2011) . It uses features including lengths, structure, timing and entropy
calculated from HTTP requests.
Other approaches analyse lower-level packet information. Importantly, this makes them also
useful for encrypted HTTPS tunnel detection since IP packet headers are not encrypted. An
example is a statistical, anomaly-based detector called Tunnel Hunter (Crotti et al., 2007). It
uses packet sizes and packet inter-arrival times within each network flow to create probability
density estimates (PDEs) for normal traffic. Captured HTTP traffic is then compared to the PDEs
to calculate an anomaly score. Anomaly scores above a threshold are flagged as a potential
tunnel.
A similar detector by Ding and Cai (2011) attempts to improve upon Tunnel Hunter. Its
features included the mean and variance of packet sizes and timing within a flow, as well as
flow duration and number of packets in a flow. The authors trained a decision tree classifier and
achieved improved detection capability over Tunnel Hunter for their dataset. However this
was at the expense of requiring labelled training data including both normal and tunnel HTTP
traffic for their supervised machine learning approach.
Gilbert and Bhattacharya (2009) use a hybrid approach of anomaly detection and regular expression matching to find HTTP sessions indicative of tunnels. They passively monitor network
traffic and perform TCP session reconstruction and HTTP application protocol parsing. HTTP
traffic with less than 80% RFC compliance or statistical deviations are flagged as anomalies.
Botnet command and control (C2) channels can also be considered tunnels. Detection approaches include correlating “beaconing” behaviour of multiple infected internal hosts over a
time period (Gu et al., 2008; Giroire et al., 2009).
Our approach is similar to Webtap and DUMONT in that we analyse data at the HTTP protocol
layer. However, while both of those approaches are anomaly-based, we instead take a supervised machine learning approach. We train a model on tunnel traffic generated by a broad range
of HTTP tunnelling applications and also on representative background normal traffic. Our supervised approach aims to create a detector with a low false positive rate by training it to detect
HTTP tunnels rather general HTTP anomalies. As more tunnels are discovered they can be added
to the model via retraining.
Some work has investigated countermeasures to detection (Dyer et al., 2012). They address
the problem of detecting which websites a user visits over TLS, however the results are relevant to
HTTP tunnels. To counter traffic analysis the authors use padding and traffic morphing. However,
their classifiers are still able to achieve 80% accuracy in detecting which of 128 websites a
user visited. They concluded that when countermeasures are applied, the most discriminative
features are coarse-grained features such as overall time, total bandwidth and size of bursts.
They also concluded that features, rather than the classification algorithms, have the most effect
on classification accuracy.
While our approach is completely passive, others have listed alternative techniques to detecting covert communication (Houmansadr et al., 2013). Proactive attacks can be used to probe network devices thereby eliciting more information. Active attacks can manipulate network traffic
by delaying, dropping or injecting packets to fingerprint a service. This is the approach taken by
the tool nmap which discovers network hosts and services. Using a non-passive approach may
offer an easier alternative for detecting covert channels, with the caveat that active techniques
may have unintended consequences.
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2.3. Feature Engineering
Feature engineering aims to convert raw data into a set of discriminative features suitable for
input to machine learning algorithms. The standard input format is feature vectors, with each
vector representing an observation. For supervised machine learning, the concept to be learnt
is also added to the vectors in the form of a class label. The machine learning algorithm then
generates a model which can predict the class label based only on the input features. However
the predictive power of the model is heavily dependent on the chosen input features (Guyon and
Elisseeff, 2003). Feature engineering therefore aims to generate discriminative input features
which results in a simpler, faster, more accurate and comprehensible classifier.
Feature engineering often involves manual inspection of data and applying domain knowledge to find discriminative information. Once this information is found, features can be constructed to represent it. This data exploration, followed by manual feature construction, machine
learning and testing is performed iteratively until the desired accuracy is achieved. The process
can take significant time and effort.
The field of automated feature construction attempts to apply automation when generating
new discriminative features based on a basic set of features. Automated feature construction
techniques in the literature include boolean operators, M-of-N, X-of-N, hyperplanes and standard
arithmetic operators. Other techniques include Bayesian (Maragoudakis and Fakotakis, 2006),
data mining (Lee and Stolfo, 2000), or the addition of domain knowledge through annotation
(Roth and Small, 2009).
Boolean operators are used to combine existing base features into a newly constructed feature. An early example is FRINGE (Pagallo, 1989) which uses the two boolean operators ¬ and
∧ to combine existing features in the induced decision tree to construct new features.
M-of-N features are constructed from a set of N existing boolean features. The new boolean
feature is true when at least M of those N features are true (M ≤ N) for a particular observation.
This concept was used in ID2-of3 which was shown to improve learner performance compared
to a standard decision tree (Murphy and Pazzani, 1991). M-of-N has been found useful when
concepts can be represented as “criteria tables” such as in some medical expert systems. X-of-N
extends this concept to nominal features (Zheng, 1995).
Feature construction based on continuous numerical features has been performed using hyperplanes. A hyperplane is a linear plane separating two domains. This type of feature construction is included in standard decision tree algorithms such as C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) and Classification and Regression Tree (CART). In C4.5 the algorithm creates a threshold value for a single
attribute in an attempt to differentiate between classes.
Mathematical operators were used in the FICUS framework (Markovitch and Rosenstein,
2002). New features were constructed by applying operators such as *, /, +, -, count and maximum to existing features. Due to the large search space of possible new features, the FICUS
framework supports using domain knowledge to guide which operators should be used for feature construction. This is achieved by including a grammar for writing feature construction
specifications. The FICUS algorithm evaluates new features using a decision tree learner which
is separate to the eventual classifier.
Data mining has been used to construct additional features for network intrusion detection
(Lee and Stolfo, 2000). Link analysis and sequence analysis were applied to connection records
in order to find patterns of intrusions and normal behaviour. This approach reduces the need
to manually analyse the raw data and guess suitable statistical features, e.g. frequent episodes
showed that per-host and per-service features should be constructed. The mathematical operators
count, percent and average were applied to the base features.
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When a number of operators are used for feature construction, the set of possible combinations is very large. To limit the number of features, the construction process should be guided.
Even so, automated feature construction is likely to produce a number of redundant or irrelevant features. These have been shown to reduce classifier accuracy (Early and Brodley, 2006).
Fortunately they can be removed using well-understood feature selection techniques.
A review of feature construction methods (Sondhi, 2010) discusses current problems in the
field: overfitting the training set; and the lack of methods to incorporate domain knowledge.
Overfitting can occur when feature engineering produces many complex features but the number
of training instances is small. In this situation, the machine learning algorithm is likely to find a
solution which matches the training data but which won’t generalise to new observations. While
more training data may help, better feature construction strategies are also required. Domain
knowledge can be used to guide the construction, however current methods of incorporating
domain knowledge (such as choosing “operators”) are limited.
Our approach uses a fixed set of operators including count, average, length and entropy, each
calculated in multiple contexts to construct additional features suitable for our domain. The
choice of operators is informed from a review of the literature and hence implicitly uses domain
knowledge. Feature selection is then applied to filter this large set of features to the most relevant
ones for the supervised machine learning application.
3. New Detector Design
We created a tool called HTTP Exfiltration Detector (HED) to detect HTTP tunnels at a network perimeter through analysis of network traffic streams. It uses a standard supervised machine
learning algorithm called Support Vector Machines (SVM) to learn to differentiate HTTP tunnel
traffic from other traffic. The choice of classifier algorithm is not considered important to this paper as we are instead concentrating on the effect of different data preprocessing strategies. HED
contains two alternative data preprocessing software modules. One module uses “expert” feature
engineering while the other uses “automated” feature engineering.
3.1. Expert feature engineering
Our first approach follows a similar path to other published tunnel detectors (Borders and
Prakash, 2004; Schwenk and Rieck, 2011) by relying on human expertise to guide the feature
engineering. Features are constructed to differentiate HTTP tunnel traffic from normal traffic.
Any features deemed irrelevant to the detector are excluded. To construct features we manually
inspected network traffic produced by HTTP tunnels and from normal usage to find discriminating behaviours or protocol attributes. We also studied the features used by a similar HTTP tunnel
detector called Webtap (Borders and Prakash, 2004). This informed our choice of “expert” features.
Using network packet capture files (known as pcap) as input, the data preprocessing includes
TCP session reconstruction, and then parsing the HTTP application protocol to produce an output
vector of 24 manually constructed features (plus target class) for each HTTP session as shown in
Table 1. These feature vectors form an “expert” dataset.
Two types of features were constructed for this dataset. Firstly, single-connection-derived
features (SCD) such as the HTTP method field and the entropy of the requested URL were
constructed from information within the single session. Secondly, multiple-connection-derived
features (MCD) were constructed. These are statistics calculated across multiple HTTP sessions,
7

such as the average content length for a HTTP request. In ExpertHED, MCD statistics are calculated over a window of HTTP sessions. In our experiments we chose this window to be 100,000
sessions because the MCD features were calculated per source-destination IP pair context. Assuming many sources communicate with many destinations, we require a large session count
to ensure sufficient history for each context. This parameter can be tuned. Note: 100,000 sessions corresponded to approximately 15 minutes in one of our Enterprise datasets. Hence MCD
statistics are only meaningful for tunnels which are active multiple times during that period. The
window should be made larger to cope with slow and stealthy tunnels. The per source-destination
pair context for MCD features was chosen because infected hosts typically generate legitimate
traffic from ongoing normal usage as well as malicious traffic (such as tunnelling) from the infection. Evaluating each source-destination pair separately helps separate the tunnel traffic from
the legitimate traffic. Note: all tunnels tested in this paper are single source to single destination
as all the commonly-available tunnelling tools use this standard configuration.
#
1-3
4
5
6
7,8
9,10
11,12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

HTTP Feature
method
post has response
number requests
has referrer
src-dst content l
src-dst av content l
repeated content l
proportion http post
concurrent channels
url entropy
url average l
repeated url
user cookie count
pot info leak
count info leak
uniq users to domain
cache
known tunnel header
client content entropy

Type
binary
binary
numeric
boolean
numeric
numeric
binary
numeric
binary
numeric
numeric
binary
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
binary
binary
numeric

Description
flags for the HTTP method used GET/POST/other
flag whether a response was received
number of requests for this src-dst pair in window
flag whether the HTTP referrer header exists
client and server flow content lengths in this session
average content lengths for the src-dst pair in window
flags whether this is a repeated content length for the src-dst pair
proportion of HTTP POSTs for this src-dst pair in window
flag src-dst pair having more than 1 session active concurrently
entropy of the URL
URL length for this src-dst pair in window
flags repeated URLs for this src-dst pair, e.g. tunnel heartbeats
unique cookies for user in window, e.g. cookies data exfiltration
total length of the client request is max potential leakage
total potential information leak for this src-dst pair in window
number of users accessing domain in window.
flag whether the header “Cache Control” is set to “no-cache”
flag if headers match a blacklist of known tunnel headers
entropy of HTTP request body

Table 1: The 24 features of web traffic used by “expert” HED

3.2. Automated feature engineering
Our second data preprocessing approach used automated feature engineering. This technique
avoids the manual steps of inspecting the traffic and hand-selecting which features would be most
suitable.
3.2.1. A generic process for network traffic automated feature engineering
We propose a five step process for automated feature engineering from network traffic. The
process can be applied to many network protocols including application-layer protocols such as
HTTP, DNS or SMTP. While some of the data preprocessing steps are standard, there are two
distinctive aspects. Firstly, it automatically generates a large set of derived features with the
assumption that feature selection can identify the most relevant ones for each problem. The aim
is to provide as much information to the machine learning algorithm as possible to achieve a datadriven result, rather than biasing the result by discarding information too early in the knowledge
8

Figure 2: A five step process for network traffic automated feature engineering

discovery process. The large set of features are constructed by applying a set of operators to each
base feature, and also re-applying operators in multiple contexts. The second distinctive aspect
is that operators are applied blindly to all base features with matching data type.
The steps in the process shown in Figure 2 are:
1. Protocol parsing: is used to convert raw network traffic into labelled fields. By labelling
each byte (or group of bytes) we know its data type and its general purpose. Parsing is
possible because network traffic conforms to certain protocols. Tools such as Wireshark
parse protocols at multiple layers, e.g. data-link, network, transport and application layers.
Using parsed fields allows more accurate analysis of network traffic, e.g. simply applying
a regular expression to each packet will miss strings spanning multiple packets, but parsing
the protocol first would allow fragments to be reassembled prior to applying the regular
expression. Parsed fields also supports more targeted analysis of network traffic, e.g. when
searching for a particular web browser, a regular expression can be applied only to the
parsed value of the HTTP header “User-Agent” rather than inefficiently applying to all
traffic including streaming video. The output of protocol parsing is a vector of “base
features” for each network connection.
2. Filtering: removes irrelevant protocol information to decapsulate the data of interest, e.g.
if the purpose is to analyse HTTP application layer data only, then all lower protocol
information such as TCP/IP headers can be discarded.
3. Construct single-connection derived features: by automatically applying operators to each
parsed string field in a network connection. The operators are: length, entropy and unigram vector (byte frequency distribution). The chosen set of operators is based on those
identified in a literature survey of features for network security (Davis and Clark, 2011).
4. Construct multiple-connection derived features: to derive metrics representing behaviour.
For each numeric feature the count, average and standard deviation operators are applied
over multiple connections. Inferring behaviour from network traffic generally requires
monitoring activity over time and across multiple connections. However it can be unclear
whether to monitor all traffic (e.g. to find unusual spikes in overall behaviour), or per IP
address, per source IP:destination IP pair, or per a different contextual feature. Rather than
choosing a single context for aggregation, we re-calculate the features in multiple contexts.
Current contexts are per source IP, per destination IP, and per source IP: destination IP pair.
These are calculated over a single window of 20 connections per context in a similar way
to the feature construction used in KDD Cup 1999 (KDD, 1999). Other windows, such as
time windows could be used as an alternative.
9

Figure 3: Feature construction: shaded features are used for machine learning

5. Feature Selection: is used to reduce the large set of candidate features to a smaller set of
features relevant to the problem. In the case of supervised machine learning a labelled
dataset can be used to find which features are best predictors of the label. A common
univariate filter method is the Information Gain Metric which ranks the features by their
information gain with respect to the output label. All features above a threshold gain level
can be retained while less relevant features are discarded.
The process can be extended by adding operators or additional contexts (e.g. aggregating per
unique quad). We test the effectiveness of this process in experiments described below.
3.2.2. HTTP traffic automated feature engineering
After testing software packages tcptrace, wireshark, tcpdump, yaf and Bro to see which
could automatically generate a useful base feature set, we chose the open source tool Bro (Paxson, 1999). As well as parsing HTTP sessions from raw network traffic, Bro importantly also includes a domain specific scripting language which allows its functionality to be extended. Hence
we were able to develop a Bro script to output a set of single-connection-derived (SCD) features
for each HTTP session.
In its default configuration, Bro generates basic HTTP features such as the HTTP method,
URL and request length. Each basic feature is of type string or type numeric. Our custom Bro
script extended this default output to generate additional SCD features. This is shown in Figure 3.
For each basic feature of type string or uchar, we calculated the corresponding Shannon entropy,
length and unigram vector. The “operators” to derive additional features were chosen based on
10

a previous literature survey (Davis and Clark, 2011) as being useful for network security. The
automated approach differs from previous publications such as Webtap in that we blindly perform calculations on all available string features rather than using human expertise to choose the
most relevant string features and only deriving new features from them. In addition to avoiding
manual intervention, this approach also has the advantage of generating a larger pool of information about each observation which is then accessible to classifiers to help discriminate between
different classes. The automated approach does not pre-judge whether the feature is likely to be
useful for classification, but instead lets data-driven automated feature selection decide which is
the most relevant subset of features for the particular problem.
A second script was written to calculate multiple-connection-derived (MCD) features over
a sliding window of 20 HTTP sessions per context to produce additional features for the sum,
average and distinct count of all original numeric features. Counters were maintained for three
different contexts: per source, per destination and per source-destination pair. Contextual features have been used previously in the literature for intrusion detection (KDD, 1999). These
features can reveal unusual patterns such as a large number of requests from a single source to
a single destination which may otherwise be obscured by the many other HTTP sessions in the
network traffic of a host.
Bro also outputs some non-HTTP features such as IP addresses, ports and timestamps. Since
these features shouldn’t assist the goal of producing a generalised detector, we filtered them from
the dataset. While unprocessed timestamps are not deemed useful, features derived from them
across multiple sessions could be used, e.g. average and variance of time between sessions.
Deriving useful features from timestamps is left as future work. Once SCD features (such as
length and entropy) were derived from string features, we filtered these original string features
from the dataset since we require only numeric features for our classifier.
The automated feature engineering we developed generates a total of 1141 features for each
HTTP session. A summary of these is shown in Table 2. The resultant feature vectors produce
an “auto” dataset.
#
1
2-259
260-517
518-775
776-1033
1034-1042
1043-1051
1052-1060
1061-1069
1070-1087
1088-1105
1106-1123
1124-1141

HTTP Feature
status code
request hdr
response hdr
request body
response body
src port stats[9]
request body len stats[9]
response body len stats[9]
status code stats[9]
request hdr stats[18]
response hdr stats[18]
request body stats[18]
response body stats[18]

Type
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric
numeric

Description
response status field, e.g. 404 for not found.
length, entropy, unigram[256] for request header.
length, entropy, unigram[256] for response header.
length, entropy, unigram[256] for request body.
length, entropy, unigram[256] for response body.
source port stats per context
request body length stats per context
response body length stats per context
response status code stats per context
request header entropy and length stats per context
response header entropy and length stats per context
request body entropy and length stats per context
response body entropy and length stats per context

Table 2: The full set of 1141 web traffic features. Stats[18] includes the sum, average and count for 3 different contexts (per srcIP, dstIP, src-dst pair) repeated for length and entropy. unigram[256] is an array of 256 features being the
frequency count for each possible 8-bit character in the data.

Generating 1141 features for each HTTP session is computationally intensive. For a near
real-time operational detector we require greater efficiency. This can be achieved by only generating a subset of features which are relevant to the problem. A process called feature selection
aims to do this by searching for the best subset of features. Hence, the full set of features is
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only required prior to feature selection, after which the much smaller subset of features can be
generated for classifications by the AutoHED detector. This will improve the efficiency of the
classifier.
Feature selection algorithms are readily available in machine learning packages and so the
process can easily be automated. An algorithm which takes into account the class label should
be chosen so features are selected based on their predictive ability. Suitable approaches are
therefore wrapper algorithms or a filter method such as independent component analysis. For
our experiments we chose a filter method called Information Gain Metric. It performs univariate
feature ranking and is computationally cheap. For our classifier we retained all features with an
information gain greater than or equal to 0.75 as this provided a sufficient level of filtering.
It is expected that different subsets of the original features will be relevant to different tasks.
We therefore anticipate the automated preprocessor module can be reused for other HTTP detection problems with each problem selecting a different subset of features. This expectation is
tested in Section 6.1.
4. Experimental Method
HED is tasked with classifying HTTP sessions as either tunnel or non-tunnel. For our classifier algorithm we chose Support Vector Machines (SVMs) since it is often used in academia and
industry, and because all our input features are numeric. Since HED uses a supervised machine
learning approach, our experiments involved acquiring labelled datasets and then performing
training, cross validation and evaluation of the classifiers. The experiment flowchart is shown
in Figure 4. The flowchart starts with a mixture of normal and tunnel network traffic stored in
packet capture (PCAP) format. The traffic is processed into feature vectors, labelled “normal” or
“tunnel”, and saved in attribute-relation file format (ARFF) used by the chosen machine learning
framework Weka. Tunnel traffic is created in a lab environment using well-known tunnelling
software and custom tunnel software developed for this paper. Normal traffic was captured from
the lab environment and from an enterprise network. The resultant dataset is then split into 60%
training, 20% cross validation, and 20% testing datasets. The machine learning algorithm is
trained multiple times on the training dataset, each time with different parameters, to produce
a number of alternate models. Each model is evaluated on the cross validation dataset and the
model with highest f-score is selected. Finally, the selected model is applied to the test dataset
and the results are reported.
4.1. Datasets
There is a recognised lack of publicly available labelled datasets for testing network intrusion
detectors (Nehinbe, 2011). Hence we obtained our own datasets, choosing a mixture of live,
testbed and synthetic traffic to provide enough “normal” and “tunnel” samples for training and
testing.
4.1.1. Live Traffic
Live traffic was captured from the perimeter of an enterprise network containing web sessions for thousands of users. Our motivation for using this data was as a source of realistic
normal training instances for our detector. The dataset is expected to contain a diverse range
of web traffic which would be difficult to simulate. To accurately label the data as “normal” or
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Figure 4: Machine Learning Experiment Flowchart

“tunnel” we needed to identify any HTTP tunnels contained within it. To achieve this we first reimplemented the tunnel hunter algorithm (Crotti et al., 2007). Second, we created signatures
in snort for known open source tunnels. We then ran both snort and tunnel hunter over
the data and investigated any matches. This approach returned zero validated matches. The live
dataset was therefore all labelled “normal”. The result is an enterprise pcap archive called “Ent”.
To test whether classifier results remain consistent over time and across networks we obtained
two additional traffic datasets. “Ent1” consists of two hours of traffic captured from the same
gateway as the training data but from a different month. “Ent2” is another pcap archive consisting
of twenty four hours of traffic captured from a different network perimeter at a different time.
Snort and tunnel hunter were run over this data in the same way with zero validated matches,
so all data can be labelled “normal”. Some ML applications are overfitted to their training dataset.
Hence we plan to use the “Ent1” and “Ent2” datasets to show that the classifier can maintain
accuracy across datasets.
4.1.2. Testbed Traffic
HTTP tunnels were run on a standalone testbed. This avoided compromising the security of
the live networks. The testbed consisted of some virtual internal and external hosts separated
by a simplified network gateway environment. The gateway ensured internal hosts could only
communicate with external hosts via a web proxy and a firewall. All other traffic was blocked.
For some tests we removed the requirement to hop via the HTTP proxy to see whether tunnels in
non-proxy mode operated any differently.
After configuring the testbed, we confirmed services such as ssh and imap were blocked between internal and external hosts. Next we installed HTTP tunnelling software with the intention
of running these disallowed services through the tunnel and bypassing the network security of
our testbed. This required us to install HTTP tunnelling software on one internal machine and
one external machine. tcpdump was run at the start and end of the tunnel to capture all HTTP
traffic for our testbed dataset.
As an example, GNU httptunnel was configured to run the tunnel server on host TunnelEndPoint
to listen on port 80 using command “hts -F localhost:22 80”. The client was run on
TunnelStartPoint with command “htc -F 31234 TunnelEndPoint:80”. It connects to
the tunnel server and listens on arbitrary local port 31234. The port numbers are arbitrary because they are not used as features by our detectors. Also note that different command line
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options were required for the tunnel to use a proxy. Data was then exfiltrated to the external
workstation over the HTTP tunnel by running “scp -P 31234 data.file localhost:” on
host TunnelStartPoint. To create a diverse range of tunnelled network traffic we ran other
services over the tunnel such as IMAP by using ssh’s port forwarding functionality to connect
the internal workstation to external services.
The traffic sent over the tunnel included: small and large interactive SSH sessions; small and
large files transferred via SCP; SMTP, POP3 and IMAP data; HTTP web browsing; and remote
desktop data. For completeness the data was sent through the tunnel in both directions, i.e. the
transfer was initiated first from an internal machine and sent externally, and second the transfer
was initiated from the external machine. In all cases the tunnel had to be initiated from the
internal machine due to the firewall rules and the web proxy. Reverse SSH was used to enable
control of data over the HTTP tunnels from an external machine.
In addition, some standard HTTP web browsing was performed on the test network (not
tunnelled) and the traffic was captured as “normal” traffic. The “normal” traffic was required to
demonstrate the detectors find tunnels due to the characteristics of the tunnels, rather than due to
unforeseen differences between the test network traffic and the live or synthetic traffic.
Rather than trying only a single HTTP tunnel, our approach was to train a classifier on a
diverse range of HTTP tunnels to give it the broadest possible detection capability. Hence we
searched for openly available HTTP tunnel implementations which could be used in experiments.
Ten implementations were used as listed in Table 3. We set up our testbed 10 times, each time
with a different HTTP tunnel installed, ran data over the tunnels and captured the network traffic.
Name
GNU httptunnel
httptunnel-mod
cctt
corkscrew
firepass

httptunnel-win
porttunnel-win
soht

sshwebproxy

wsh

Tunnel Description
(Brinkhoff, 2008) client-server software for HTTP tunnel between two machines or via a proxy.
Data sent via long POST, and retrieved in responses to a periodic HTTP GET.
modified version of GNU httptunnel to use multiple short POST messages for sending data
rather than a single long POST.
(Castro, 2008) client-server software where tunnelled data is sent in a HTTP POST and received
in the HTTP response. When via a proxy, cctt uses the HTTP connect method instead.
(Padgett, 2001) simple client TCP tunnelling tool using the CONNECT method and requiring a
HTTP proxy. Used with ssh in these experiments. No corkscrew server required.
(Dyatlov, 2003) client-server software using HTTP POST to send and receive tunnelled data to a
firepass server or via a proxy. Control plane data is sent in non-standard HTTP header fields
such as X-Session and X-Counter.
(Weber, 2010) cross-platform software can tunnel data through restrictive HTTP proxies using
the HTTP post method and its response. It supports network traffic encryption and compression.
(Young, 2011) Proprietary TCP/IP port redirector for Windows. It can tunnel TCP connections
through HTTP proxies. In this experiment we used the CONNECT method via a proxy.
(Daugherty, 2008) socket over HTTP tunnelling uses a Java client and server to create a HTTP
tunnel, optionally via a proxy. Data is sent in the body of HTTP POSTS and received in the
body of the HTTP response.
(Daugherty, 2004) Simpler version of soht. It is a Java Servlet application that provides SSH
Shell sessions and file transfers in a web browser. It is an HTML SSH Client. Data is sent in
HTTP POSTs and received in responses to separate HTTP GET requests.
(Alex Dyatlov, 2006) Perl client and server HTTP tunnelling software to send shell commands
from the client to the server via HTTP POSTs. The server runs the commands and returns
command output in the HTTP response messages. Data is XOR encoded.
Table 3: Third party HTTP Tunnel Implementations

The HTTP tunnel implementations can be categorized by their method of exfiltrating data:
• HTTP POST method was used by GNU httptunnel (and mod), cctt, firepass, httptunnel-win,
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soht, sshwebproxy and wsh to send data from an internal host to an external one. For
these tunnels two different methods were used to receive data. The first method received
data in the body of the HTTP response to the initial POST. The second method received
data in the body of a HTTP response to a separate HTTP GET request. E.g. The GNU
httptunnel client sends a HTTP GET request periodically to poll for data from the server.
• HTTP CONNECT was used by cctt-proxy, corkscrew and porttunnel-win. When
HTTP CONNECT is used, the HTTP proxy server sets up a TCP session to the desired
destination host and then transparently passes all traffic between the client and server.
Hence, once the initial CONNECT has succeeded, arbitrary data can be sent bidirectionally
until the TCP session closes.
Capturing and preprocessing this testbed traffic resulted in 58,789 “tunnel” HTTP sessions.
Additionally, creating legitimate web traffic on the testbed resulted in 4,300 “normal” sessions.
This data was labelled accordingly.
4.1.3. Synthetic Traffic
A commercial BreakingPoint4 traffic generator appliance was used to generate a synthetic
dataset. Advantages of the synthetic data include being reproducible, avoiding the privacy concerns of live data, and also because it can be used as background traffic for hiding tunnels.
Unfortunately we weren’t able to generate HTTP tunnels using this appliance. Instead we
generated tunnelled traffic separately, saved it as a pcap file, then imported into BreakingPoint
so it could be replayed during the simulation, thereby hiding it in background normal traffic.
Each BreakingPoint simulation was run for 10 minutes to generate background traffic and
HTTP tunnel traffic simultaneously. The background traffic rate was approximately 4MBit/sec
resulting in pcap archives of 350MB for each simulation.
4.2. Auto and Expert Dataset Generation
A mixture of live, testbed and synthetic pcap archives were used when building datasets for
our machine learning-based HED classifiers.
The preprocessing steps described in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 were applied to the “Ent” live
data and the testbed data. The combined traffic was found to have orders of magnitude more
normal sessions than tunnel sessions. Sub-sampling was used to achieve a more balanced dataset
containing a total of 85,878 records of which 68% are tunnelled testbed traffic. This dataset
was then split into 60%, 20% and 20% proportions for training, cross-validation and evaluation
datasets respectively (as shown in Figure 4). The preprocessing was repeated for the expert and
automated feature engineering methods to create “expert” and “auto” datasets respectively. All
other data was used for testing only (no training).
4.3. HED Training and Cross Validation
HED uses the LibSVM library with a radial basis function (RBF) Gaussian kernel. This has
two important tuning parameters: “sigma” which controls the width of the Gaussian function
(or equivalently “gamma” which is 1/(2sigma2 )), and “C” which controls the amount of regularization applied. Without regularization the SVM is prone to overfit the training dataset and
4 BreakingPoint

http://www.ixiacom.com/products/storm
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so is unlikely to generalize to unseen HTTP session examples. Too much regularization and the
SVM will underfit the data and produce inferior classification results on both the training and
test datasets.
Multiple SVM models were therefore trained on normalized data, each with different values
for the tuning parameters. The resultant models were run against the labelled cross-validation
dataset to find the best parameters. A Weka meta-classifier called “GridSearch” was used to
semi-automate this process.
For the “expert” dataset, feature selection was not used since the features were already
hand crafted. During cross validation, GridSearch returned the best parameters as: C=243,
gamma=10.
For the “auto” dataset, feature selection was applied. This reduced the original 1141 features
to a final dataset containing 25 features as shown in Table 4. Of these, 5 are SCD features and 20
MCD. A classifier called AutoHED was then trained and tested using the top 25 features. During cross-validation GridSearch returned parameters: C=243, gamma=10. The best parameter
combination was found be the same as for the “expert” dataset with 25 combinations tested (five
values were tested for C = 31 , 32 , .., 35 , and five for gamma = 10−2 , 10−1 , .., 102 ).
InfoGain
0.887
0.885
0.883
0.882
0.877
0.874
0.872
0.870
0.862
0.856
0.852
0.843
0.817
0.814
0.814
0.807
0.806
0.790
0.788
0.785
0.776
0.768
0.767
0.766
0.763

HTTP Feature
req hdr l stats[av/dst]
req hdr l stats[av/src]
req hdr l stats[av/pair]
req hdr l stats[sum/src]
req hdr e stats[av/dst]
req hdr e stats[av/pair]
req hdr e
req hdr l stats[sum/dst]
req hdr l
req hdr e stats[sum/dst]
req hdr l stats[sum/pair]
req hdr e stats[sum/pair]
resp hdr l stats[av/src]
resp hdr l stats[sum/src]
req hdr u[]
resp hdr l stats[av/pair]
resp hdr l stats[av/dst]
resp hdr l stats[sum/dst]
req hdr e stats[av/src]
req hdr e stats[sum/src]
req hdr u[]
resp hdr l stats[sum/pair]
req body e stats[av/src]
req body e stats[sum/src]
resp hdr l

Description
average request header length per destination
average request header length per source
average request header length per source/destination pair
sum request header length per source
average request header entropy per destination
average request header entropy per source/destination pair
entropy of the request header
sum request header length per destination
length of the request header
sum request header entropy per destination
sum request header length per source/destination pair
sum request header entropy per source/destination pair
average response header length per source
sum response header length per source
unigram count for ASCII character 46 in request header
average response header length per source/destination pair
average response header length per destination
sum response header length per destination
average request header entropy per source
sum request header entropy per source
unigram count for ASCII character 32 in request header
sum response header length per source/destination pair
average request body entropy per source
sum request body entropy per source
length of the response header

Table 4: Ranked list of Auto features with Information Gain greater than 0.75 results in 25 features

5. Results
The two HED classifiers were evaluated on the test datasets with results shown in Table 5.
The results were first put into a confusion matrix showing the number of true positives (tp), true
negatives (tn), false positives (fp) and false negatives (fn) in each experiment. From the confusion
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matrix a number of standard measures were calculated. These include the false positive rate
FPR = f p/(tp + tn + f p + f n), Accuracy ACC = (tp + tn)/(tp + tn + f p + f n), precision =
tp/(tp + f p), recall = tp/(tp + f n) and F score = 2 ∗ (precision ∗ recall)/(precision + recall).
Values were multiplied by 100 to convert to percentages as required.
Data
CV
Test
Ent1
Ent2
Custom

FPR
0.000%
0.000%
0.001%
0.001%
0.000%

Expert
ACC
99.94%
99.93%
99.99%
99.99%
00.00%

Fscore
0.9994
0.9993
-

FPR
0.000%
0.006%
0.001%
0.002%
0.000%

Auto
ACC
100.00%
99.99%
99.99%
99.99%
43.68%

Fscore
1.0
0.9999
0.6080

Table 5: HED Classifier results for various datasets. Fscore is undefined where the number of true positives is zero.

Each detector achieved similar results between training, cross validation (CV) and test datasets.
This is expected since these three datasets come from data captured on the same networks in similar time frames, i.e. they are the 60/20/20 split of the original dataset. Of more practical interest
is whether the detector maintains accuracy on other network traffic captures. To find out we
tested the detector on datasets “Ent1”, “Ent2” and “Custom”.
5.1. Ent1 and Ent2 Dataset Results
As shown in Table 5, classification accuracy was maintained from the smaller Test dataset
to the Ent1 dataset which contained approximately 8 million HTTP sessions. No tunnels were
expected in the data. However, AutoHED classified 108 sessions as “tunnel” with 19 having
confidence level above 0.9. We investigated these alerts. 16 alerts involved Shockwave Flash
POSTS to Akamai hosts. These each contained sequences of POSTS between a single source
and single destination, making it appear similar to a HTTP tunnel. The alerts were therefore
false positives. The remaining three alerts were triggered by unusual internal to internal traffic
(therefore not an exfiltration tunnel and should be filtered from the dataset).
ExpertHED produced 274 alerts from the same dataset. 144 of these alerts had confidence
level above 0.9. The majority of these alerts were on sessions using HTTP CONNECT to banking
sites and educational institutions, i.e. they all appear to be false positives. The sites causing
the false positives could potentially be iteratively whitelisted to avoid the alerts being repeated.
Interestingly there was no overlap between the alerts produced by AutoHED and ExpertHED,
probably due to their different choices of features.
A very similar result was obtained on the Ent2 dataset. AutoHED produced 66 alerts of which
32 had confidence level above 0.9. All of these 32 alerts were from sessions trying “CONNECT
urs.microsoft.com” for Microsoft’s URL reputation service. Tunnels made by Corkscrew and
porttunnel-win in the training data use HTTP CONNECT in a similar way to these false
positives which may explain their cause. False positives such as these could be eliminated with
whitelists.
ExpertHED produced only 3 alerts. One was triggered on a session consisting of multiple
HTTP GET requests with large cookie fields to a weather forecasting website, and small responses such as a 1x1 image or a “304 Not Modified” HTTP response. Transmitting more data
out of the network than is returned could indicate tunnelling (although in this case it is a false
positive). ExpertHED also has a “info leak” feature which measures the amount of data which
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could have been potentially leaked in the HTTP session. The large cookie fields would contribute to the potential information leakage, which may be why these sessions were classified as
“tunnel”.
The fact that AutoHED maintained accuracy on Ent2, despite this dataset being from a different network to the training data is encouraging for its potential suitability on a real network. The
performance of AutoHED and ExpertHED was very similar on these datasets, with 174 and 277
false positives respectively. Alerts could be further post-processed to reduce the false positive
rate, e.g. using whitelists.
5.2. Custom Dataset Results
We also tested whether the detectors could identify novel HTTP tunnels. Three custom HTTP
tunnel programs were written independently. We ran these tunnels, captured the resultant network traffic, and then passed it to our HED detectors. Note: the three custom tunnels were
therefore not included in any training data. Most of the tunnels were missed, with only AutoHED detecting one of the three tunnel implementations. We investigated why only one of three
custom tunnels was detected. The detected tunnel used HTTP POSTS to send encoded data in
the HTTP payload, and received data in the XML payload of HTTP responses. This is a similar method to the majority of the open-source tunnels in the training set such as firepass and
soht. In contrast, the two undetected custom tunnels used HTTP GETs to send encoded data in
URL parameters, and received data in GIF images and HTML body elements respectively. This
method of sending data was not used by any of the tunnel implementations in the training data.
As a result, the request header length for the custom tunnels is much larger than any tunnels in
the training set. Note: the publicly available tunnelling tools in the training set instead sent data
within HTTP POSTs or following HTTP CONNECT.
These results highlight the limitations of using a supervised machine learning approach. With
this approach, the classifier should find tunnels which are the same as (or very similar to) those
in the training set. Novel tunnels will likely be missed.
5.3. ROC and learning curves
1

True Positive Rate

0.998
0.996
AutoHED

0.994

ExpertHED

0.992
0.99
0

0.002

0.004

0.006

False Positive Rate %
Figure 5: ROC curves for the HED detectors
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0.008

0.01

The ROC curves in Figure 5 are calculated from the test dataset. It is zoomed in to display
only the operationally useful range of false positive rate less than 0.01 percent. In this range
ExpertHED and AutoHED display good performance with true positive rate about 0.999 when
the false positive rate is below 0.006%.
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Figure 6: Learning curves for the HED detectors

Training the SVM classifier takes longer the more samples are added to the training set.
Hence we were interested to know how many training samples are required to achieve 99.9%
detection accuracy. The resultant learning curves in Figure 6 show that the training set should
contain approximately 10,000 samples to achieve the target accuracy. We used approximately
50,000 samples for training. A standard workstation (Intel Core i5 processor with 8GB of RAM)
was suitable for building models from training sets of this size and dimensionality. Training time
was in the order of minutes.
6. Discussion
AutoHED achieves very similar results to ExpertHED over most datasets. On the Test dataset
AutoHED achieves a slightly better FScore of 0.9999 compared to 0.9993 for ExpertHED. Since
the number of HTTP sessions occurring daily in an enterprise network is greater than 106 , a
difference of 10−4 in classifier Fscore can correspond to a large difference in the number of
false predictions. Whether the difference would be drowned out by other factors on real-world
networks is an open question. On the Custom dataset, AutoHED showed better performance
in its ability to detect one custom tunnel implementation which was not present in the training
data, while ExpertHED failed to detect any custom tunnels. Overall, we conclude that automated
feature engineering is at least as suitable as manual feature engineering for tunnel detection on
our datasets.
We explored why the results were approximately equal despite AutoHED and ExpertHED
using different features. For AutoHED, the top ranked features were averages of the request
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header length and entropy in each context, followed by individual request header length and
entropy. For ExpertHED however, the highest ranked feature was the individual url entropy,
followed by a known tunnel header flag, the user cookie count, and the proportion of HTTP
POSTs between each source and destination. The lists have very little overlap, so not much can
be concluded other than there are multiple ways to achieve similar results.
We also tried AutoHED with the full set of features (called AutoFullHED) rather than the 25
chosen by feature selection. However the accuracy of the detector dropped slightly and the time
to compute all 1141 features for each session increased processing time significantly. We expect
HED will require periodic retraining as the underlying network traffic changes and as different
tunnelling software is implemented and detected.
Our results are compared to others in the literature in Section 6.4.
6.1. Malicious Web Request Classifier
We anticipated a benefit of automated feature engineering would be the ability to reuse different subsets of the original feature set for a number of different applications. To start testing
this hypothesis we built a malicious web request classifier and used identical automated feature
engineering to our previous tests. Network traffic was captured from a BreakingPoint traffic
generator while running its full suite of attacks against Apache and IIS webservers and while
generating background normal traffic. Normal traffic included 3958 sessions, while the Apache
and IIS attacks were 1723 and 1720 sessions respectively. The Apache attacks and half the normal traffic was used for training, while IIS attacks and the other half of normal traffic were used
for testing.
Normal
1946
0

Malicious
33
1720

<= classified as
Normal
Malicious

Table 6: Confusion Matrix for Malicious Web Request Classifier

The classifier achieved an FScore of 0.9905. The results show that a subset of features from
the same HTTP automated feature engineering could be used in a second application. This gives
us some confidence in our hypothesis that subsets of the large feature set can be reused for
multiple applications.
As with the AutoHED classifier, the Information Gain feature selection algorithm was used.
This showed the highest ranked features were related to HTTP responses. By analysing the
network traffic we noticed that most of the malicious web requests never received a response,
whereas normal web traffic always received a response. Hence the classifier has identified the
lack of HTTP response as a distinguishing feature.
To visualise the dataset, we applied principal component analysis (PCA) to the training set
and plotted the three dimensions in Figure 7. The first principal component (pca0) is calculated
from response body unigram features. The second is from HTTP request body unigram features,
and the third from response header statistics and unigrams. The normal sessions (blue triangles)
are largely separated from the malicious sessions (red circles) with most separation achieved
with pca0.
Since the lack of HTTP response would not likely be a reliable discriminator in real-world
traffic we decided to re-train the classifier using only features related to the HTTP requests. In
this case the classifier achieved a slightly lower FScore of 0.9901. This time the Information
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Figure 7: Malicious Web Request Scatter Plot

Gain ranking showed highest ranked features were the request header entropy in each context
(per src, per dst, per srcdst pair) followed by the request header length. The decision to omit
HTTP response features was based on domain knowledge. This does not necessarily undermine
the automated feature engineering approach, since we are using the automated approach to build
an initial classifier which can then be manually modified if required.
Since these results are encouraging, we plan to apply the automated feature engineering
outlined in this paper to other application protocols such as RDP, SMTP and DNS which Bro
supports. Doing so would enable a number of classifiers to be built with minimal manual effort.
6.2. Botnet HTTP traffic Classifier
We chose botnet detection as another relevant network security problem for testing automated
feature engineering. There is already a large body of prior art on Botnet detection. A recent
example from the literature tests machine learning on traffic from sixteen botnets (Beigi et al.,
2014). Their paper has a similar focus to ours by concentrating on which features are most useful
for detection. While they construct features from information extracted from packet headers only,
our approach is complementary in that we use application-level features. The authors made their
full pcap botnet dataset available and provide information on their website 5 for labelling the data.
We were therefore able to use their dataset to test whether the automated feature engineering
used in HED could be applied to botnet detection. We used our unchanged HED code for this
application and hence we were limited to analysing HTTP traffic in the dataset. Only two of
the botnets in the dataset are HTTP-based: Virut and Sogou. A large amount of the background
traffic in the dataset was also HTTP.
5 University

of New Brunswick http://www.unb.ca/research/iscx/dataset/ISCX-botnet-dataset.html
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Applying HTTP automated feature engineering to the training dataset resulted in 134 Virut
sessions (Sogou was not present), and over 200,000 non-Virut HTTP sessions which we label
as “normal”. We therefore subsampled the normal traffic to create a more balanced training
set suitable for supervised machine learning. This was done using Weka’s SpreadSample filter
which was configured to ensure all Virut samples were retained and only 13,400 normal samples
were randomly taken from the remainder of the dataset. A C4.5 decision tree model was trained.
This model was applied to the test dataset (HTTP traffic only) and the results are shown in Table
7.
Normal
50931
2379

Botnet
483
206

<= classified as
Normal
Botnet

Table 7: Confusion Matrix for Botnet HTTP traffic classifier

From the results we see the majority of the test traffic is non-Virut which is predicted with
reasonable accuracy. The overall accuracy is 94.7% with a false positive rate of only 0.8%, however the FScore was only 0.13. The low FScore is due to only approximately 10% of the HTTP
botnet traffic being detected in the test dataset. Our results compare favourably to Beigi et al.
(2014) who report 75% accuracy and 2.3% false positives on the whole test dataset. However,
since we only analyse HTTP traffic and a smaller number of botnets, our problem is significantly
easier.
The root node in our decision tree predicts Virut HTTP sessions when the feature “byte
count sum of the HTTP Request headers per source host” is greater than 12,760 bytes. This
feature is important because approximately half of the Virut HTTP traffic in the training set is to
mail.live.com and has a large HTTP header due to the cookie and referer fields. In the test dataset,
Virut is detected 194 times with 52 sessions to live.com, and Sogou 12 times with all traffic to
sogou.com. While detecting traffic such as live.com is not intuitively a good discriminator (since
other users could visit the site legitimately), the result comes naturally from the training set. This
is both a strength and weakness of supervised machine learning.
In this dataset, botnet communication appears unconstrained. Bots can communicate via
IRC, send SMTP traffic or communication with services running on ephemereal ports. The
large variety of communication allowed in the network makes modelling the traffic difficult.
Furthermore, analysing only HTTP traffic is a major limitation of our approach as we only see
part of the Virut traffic. The host labelled as Virut generated a range of network traffic including
DNS 4%, SSL 62%, IRC 10%, HTTP 9%, SMTP 2% and port 65500 12%. In a more constrained
environment such as the enterprise network considered in our paper, much of this traffic would
be blocked and hence a detector analysing only HTTP may be more useful.
6.3. DNS Exfiltration Detector
In Section 6.1 we investigated whether HTTP features constructed for the HED detector can
be re-used in another HTTP network traffic detection problem. In this section we go further
by investigating whether the proposed generic process for automated feature engineering (see
Section 3.2.1) can be applied to a problem for a different network protocol. The chosen problem
is DNS tunnel detection, particularly those used for data exfiltration. Detection requires analysis
of DNS network data. We therefore adapt the HED software for DNS data, and aim to show the
approach is both effective and can be achieved with minimal effort.
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6.3.1. DNS Experiment Setup
A review paper by Merlo et al. (2011) compares the performance of six openly-available
DNS tunnelling tools, measuring their throughput, round-trip time and packet overhead. From
this analysis the authors qualitatively assessed the usability of the tunnelling software and their
level of stealth. We chose three of these DNS tunnelling tools in an experiment to test the
detection capability of our new DNS Exfiltration Detector.

Figure 8: DNS Tunnel for transferring files over scp bypassing firewall

Our experiment consists of an internal network using private IP addresses, hosts on the internet, and a NAT gateway router separating them (see Figure 8). DNS tunnel client software is
installed on the internal network while the DNS tunnel server software is installed on an external
Amazon EC2 host. During the experiment we use the DNS tunnels to covertly copy files from
the internal network to the external host, bypassing the security measures of the gateway router.
We also temporarily opened the firewall and browsed websites to generate normal background
DNS traffic. To mimic the setup of secure organisations, we ensure internal hosts cannot direct
DNS traffic to arbitrary external servers, but rather must use a specified recursive DNS server (for
this experiment our ISP DNS server). To allow the recursive DNS server to find our DNS tunnel
server we must register a domain (or subdomain). For our experiment we registered a subdomain
of mooo.com using service freedns.afraid.org. We added a DNS ’A’ record to direct traffic
for our registered subdomain to our fake DNS server (the tunnel server) on an external host. The
firewall on the external host was configured to allow DNS port 53 traffic.
The first tunnel, Ozymandns 6 , is a TCP-over-DNS tunnel tool implemented in Perl scripts.
We installed it on hosts at each end of the tunnel, using the patch available on the download
page, and installing perl dependencies. The Ozymandns server was run on the external host with
command: “sudo ./nomde.pl -i 0.0.0.0 mysubdomain.mooo.com” which starts a fake DNS server
to respond to DNS requests for that subdomain. The client was run on the internal host only
during data exfiltration using command: “scp -C -o ProxyCommand=”/usr/local/bin/droute.pl
6 http://dankaminsky.com/2004/07/29/51/
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sshdns.mysubdomain.mooo.com” file1 user@localhost:”. This command transfers file1 to the
external host over the DNS tunnel. Files up to 1.3MB were transferred, with the largest file
taking 1 minute and 54 seconds to complete.
The second tunnel, Dns2tcp, is a TCP-over-DNS tunnel tool implemented in C. The server
was run on the external host with command “dns2tcpd -F -d 5 -f /etc/dns2tcpd.conf” and the
client was run on the internal host with command “dns2tcpc -z mysubdomain.mooo.com -d 1
-k dns2tcp -l 2321 -r ssh”. This permanently opens port 2321 on the internal host and redirects
traffic from there to the ssh port on the external host using the DNS tunnel. Files were exfiltrated
using command: “scp -C -P 2321 file1 user@localhost:”.
The third tunnel was an IP-over-DNS tunnel tool called Iodine. We installed it from the
Linux repositories and ran the server on the external host using command “iodined -c -f -D -P
iodinetunnel 10.0.0.1 mysubdomain.mooo.com”. This creates a virtual interface on the Amazon
host which the client can connect to. The client is run with command “sudo iodine -P iodinetunnel mysubdomain.mooo.com” and files copied over the tunnel to address 10.0.0.1 using command “scp -C file1 user@10.0.0.1:”.
Each of the three tunnels was executed in turn, with all network traffic captured with tcpdump
on the internal host to create “tunnel” datasets. Since our aim is to differentiate DNS tunnels
from normal DNS traffic, we also generated and captured normal DNS traffic. To do this, we
downloaded the Australian list of Alexa top 500 websites and visited each of those sites while
capturing the DNS traffic. Initially wget was used to retrieve the websites and links, however the
resultant DNS traffic was not realistic since wget does not execute javascript and hence does not
load many of the resources used by modern websites. Hence we used a python module called
webbrowser which uses the default web browser to load a given site. This method was found to
produce more realistic traffic including “normal” DNS traffic.
6.3.2. DNS Feature Construction
As with HED, we use Bro for protocol parsing and SCD feature construction. Bro has existing capability to parse DNS traffic and output a single line of features for each DNS requestresponse pair. One of the steps in our generic process for automated feature engineering described in Section 3.2.1 is to construct additional SCD features for the length, unigram and
entropy of each string. Hence we apply this to the Bro DNS string features including the DNS
query name and the response name fields. Since a DNS response can include multiple items,
Bro stores these as a vector of strings. Our previous code only handled individual strings, so we
extended the code to calculate features for the length, unigram and entropy of vectors of strings
(we simply concatenate each item in the vector to create a single long string). This adds 124
lines of code on top of the existing Bro script used in HED.
To calculate MCD features (currently basic statistics of numeric features across multiple
transactions), we used the same Perl MCD script as in HED. The only difference was configuring
it to use different context features. This was required because the captured DNS traffic all had
the same source and destination IP addresses (the internal host and the default gateway for the
local network). Hence we calculated the destination as the domain being queried, resulting in
three contextual features: the edge between the source IP and query domain; the source IP itself;
and the query domain itself.
Before calculating MCD features, we combined the “normal” and “tunnel” datasets. This ensures that tunnel traffic is interleaved with normal traffic to make the detection problem realistic.
For each tunnel a training and CV dataset is created using half of the “normal” dataset (traffic
from the first 250 Alexa domains) combined with DNS tunnel traffic when transferring a small
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1.9KB file. Secondly, for each tunnel a test dataset is created from the other half of the “normal”
dataset (the last 250 Alexa domains) combined with DNS tunnel traffic from transferring a larger
1.8MB file.
6.3.3. DNS Results
Our DNS tunnel detection results are shown in Table 8. Ten-fold cross validation was used in
Weka to calculate cross validation (CV) results. Each model generated from the training and CV
datasets was then applied to the corresponding test dataset. The test results show the classifiers
could reliably identify the types of DNS tunnels seen during training.
Name
OzymanDNS CV
OzymanDNS Test
dns2tcp CV
dns2tcp Test
Iodine CV
Iodine Test

FPR
0.03%
0.03%
0.00%
0.00%
0.07%
0.14%

ACC
99.97%
99.97%
100.0%
99.93%
99.93%
99.82%

Fscore
0.992
0.998
1.0
0.9995
0.967
0.998

Normal Instances
6032
6116
6032
6116
6032
6116

Tunnel Instances
128
642
95
20948
60
9932

Table 8: DNS Tunnels and detection rates

These results were achieved using our proposed automated feature engineering process which
generated 638 features from the DNS data. All these features were used as input when building a
classifier model. Initially we built SVM models with good results, but the models were difficult
to interpret. Hence we repeated the machine learning stage, but this time using a decision tree
model for simpler interpretability. We observed that each model used between one and three
features to differentiate DNS tunnels from normal DNS traffic. The remaining features were
redundant.
For the first tunnel, OzymansDNS, the classification result depended only on the DNS query
name unigram 46 (i.e. the byte frequency of the “.” character). If it is greater than five, then the
classification result is a tunnel. Otherwise it is a normal DNS query. The simple tree achieves an
F-score of 0.992 on our test data. The tree is:
|query_u46 <= 5: 0 (6030.0)
|query_u46 > 5: 1 (130.0/2.0)
Manual analysis revealed the “.” character is used by OzymanDNS as a separator, e.g. “011195.id-40205.down.sshdns.mysubdomain.mooo.com”. “Down” indicates the direction of the
transfer, and “id-40205” helps with ordering data. Both of these values are separated by “.”
resulting in a higher frequency of that character compared to “normal” DNS traffic which uses
it to indicate subdomain levels. “Normal” DNS traffic usually has only a few subdomain levels, and in cases where additional data is sent different separators are used, e.g. 2-01-2c3e0010.cdx.cedexis.net. Hence this rule is a reasonable discriminator for this tunnel implementation.
For the second tunnel, dns2tcp, machine learning chose the main discriminator as the byte
frequency of the ’A’ character (unigram 65) in the DNS answer field. The tree is:
answers_u65 <= 0
|
av_qtype_per_id.orig_h_query_domain <= 10: 0 (6015.0)
|
av_qtype_per_id.orig_h_query_domain > 10
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|
|
rcode <= 0: 0 (17.0)
|
|
rcode > 0: 1 (8.0)
answers_u65 > 0: 1 (87.0)
The simple decision tree achieves an FScore of 1.0 on our test dataset. Manual analysis of the
tunnel traffic show revealed each DNS answer starting with ’A’, and the same character being
used as a data delimiter within that field. However, our “normal” dataset has all DNS answers
lowercase. Hence this is an effective discriminator for this tunnel implementation.
For Iodine the root node in the decision tree is whether the average entropy of the query
name (per source IP and destination query domain pair) is greater than a threshold. The model
says that high entropy indicates a tunnel. Data sent over the tunnel in our tests is encrypted SSH
traffic which is then encoded to match the allowed character set in DNS traffic. The data has high
entropy due to the encryption. Most normal DNS queries would be expected to be English-like,
and hence have a lower entropy. The tree is:
av_query_e_per_id.orig_h_query_domain <= 4.918149: 0 (6032.0/1.0)
av_query_e_per_id.orig_h_query_domain > 4.918149: 1 (60.0/1.0)
Each tunnel was therefore detected using different features. After generating a large set of candidate features from network traffic we let ML choose which of those features are most discriminative. This data driven approach appears useful for finding features suitable for detection
signatures, without the need for extensive manual analysis of the traffic.
The classifier models produced from this supervised machine learning approach can detect
the three tunnels with high accuracy as shown in Table 8. However, a caveat is that real-world
results may not match experimental results for reasons including:
1. Different tunnel behaviour: each of the tunnels has additional configuration options which
were not exercised in our tests. The tunnels may not be detectable when configured differently.
2. Different tunnel strings: since the source code for these tunnels is openly available, a user
could recompile the tunnel with minor changes which affect our detection capability, e.g.
changing separator characters.
6.3.4. DNS Related Work
Previous research has shown that DNS Tunnel traffic can be differentiated from normal DNS
traffic by analysing character frequencies in the domain name in DNS queries and responses
(Born and Gustafson, 2010a,b). The authors empirically showed that normal DNS traffic follows Zipf’s law, i.e. an English-like distribution. DNS tunnel traffic however shows a much
flatter distribution since tunnelled traffic is often compressed, encrypted and then encoded for
transmission. They experimented with DNS tunnelling software including Iodine, Dns2tcp and
TCP-over-DNS, and while detection rates are not given specifically, the graphs show a clear
distinction between normal and tunnel DNS traffic.
Our approach similarly includes features for the entropy and unigram of the domain names.
From the list of features supplied in training, the decision tree found these features to be the best
discriminators of tunnel traffic. However, the the distribution of unigrams introduced by Born
and Gustafson (2010a) appears a more robust feature, and should be included in our future work.
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6.3.5. DNS Conclusion
We built a DNS exfiltration detector to demonstrate how automated feature engineering can
be applied to another problem and another type of network data. After re-using feature engineering code from our previous detector HED, this detector required an additional 124 lines of
code. The amount of effort required is therefore minimal, with promising detection results. A
more thorough experiment on DNS tunnelling applications is warranted, but is beyond the scope
of this paper. Further work is also required to investigate ways of forcing models to use MCD
features. Two of the models in this section used only SCD features to classify tunnels. While
this can produce a very accurate classifier, the detection can be fragile to small changes in the
tunnelling software. MCD features would be preferable because they model tunnel behaviour
which is more difficult for a user of a tunnel to alter without affecting the usability of the tunnel.
6.4. Comparison of results with existing literature
One of the aims of this paper is to show that similar detection results can be obtained using
automated feature engineering as compared to most detectors which use manually derived features. In Section 4, we compared our two new HTTP tunnel detectors AutoHED and ExpertHED,
with each having similar results. In this section we compare our detector results to others in the
literature.
Name
AutoHED
Tunnel
Hunter
WebTap
Allard et
al.

FPR

ACC

FsTest Flows
core
0.00% 99.99% 0.9999 85,878

Tunnel
Apps
9

Features

0.05% 99.95% 0.9996 40,000

1

length, entropy and unigrams of requests
and responses
packet sizes and inter-arrival times

0.02% 99.98% 0.9560 500,000
approx
1.23% 97.94% 0.9856 19,183

4

HTTP headers, usage and timing

0

packet header information

Table 9: Comparison of HTTP Tunnel Detectors

The classification accuracy of our AutoHED detector aligns with other published tunnel detectors. Tunnel Hunter achieves very good results detecting GNU HTTP Tunnel traffic. One of
its strengths is that it only uses information from packet headers, specifically packet sizes, interarrival times and order. Hence it should work with encrypted sessions such as HTTPS. Tunnel
Hunter was applied to traffic collected from the gateway of a faculty campus network over several weeks. Since it is an anomaly detector, training data consisted of normal flows defined as
20,000 flows to the most popular, validated 300 websites. The test set consists of 10,000 normal
HTTP flows from a different timeframe, plus 30,000 GNU HTTPtunnel flows tunnelling Chat,
SMTP, and Pop3 services for several users. Tunnel Hunter was able to detect all the tunnelled
traffic, while incorrectly classifying 0.22% of the normal flows as tunnelled (Crotti et al., 2007).
Our AutoHED detector has a lower false positive rate of 0.006% but misses some tunnels.
Web Tap is another anomaly detector which aims to detect HTTP tunnels and policy-violating
web clients (Borders and Prakash, 2004). Web requests for 30 users in a university network were
captured over 40 days. Features calculated from these web requests include HTTP headers to
identify non-standard web browsers, time between requests, the request regularity, the time of
day, and usage levels such as individual request size or bandwidth. Web Tap was trained on one
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week of the captured data (assumed to be normal) so a threshold could be determined for each
feature. When applied to all the data, the false positive rate was 92 false alarms in 40 days from
428,608 web requests. When the authors installed and ran Wsh, Hopster, Firepass, and a custom
tunnelling application on the network, they were all detected, although tunnels detected by usage
levels were only detected after being used for some time. Web Tap test results are excellent but
are hard to compare to ours. Of their 767 alerts, 12% were false positives. When measured this
way, our results have a much lower false positive rate for the Test dataset with 1 false positive
out of approximately 10,000 alerts, but a much higher false positive rate on the Ent1, Ent2 and
Custom datasets with hundreds of false positives (and only 1 tunnel detected).
Both Tunnel Hunter and Web Tap are anomaly detectors. Hence, while their test results
are very similar to ours, real-world outcomes are expected to be different. Anomaly detectors
will find novel activity including new tunnels, but have the disadvantage of detecting other nonmalicious novel traffic such as misconfigurations or new services. Our supervised approach
should find tunnels as per the training dataset with high accuracy and low false positive rate, but
is unlikely to find novel tunnels or those configured differently to the training set.
Allard et al describe a statistical analysis of encrypted flows to detect the inner protocol. As
a case study they perform application identification of flows using features extracted from packet
headers, such as the number of packets and bytes, the average packet size, minimum and maximum inter-arrival time and direction ratio. Using a publicly available dataset of approximately
20,000 flows they were able to correctly identify the application (e.g. HTTP, DNS, SSH or
SMTP) with high accuracy. The authors extrapolate these results to the tunnel detection problem
by assuming that if a network only allows HTTP and HTTPS traffic, they can detect flows for
other applications (tunnels) with a high detection rate, but with a 1.2% false positive rate. Their
false positive rate is much higher than the other techniques listed here.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we firstly described an automated feature engineering process for HTTP network
traffic. The process used Bro to produce base features and then applied a series of operators
to derive more suitable features from the base ones. These operators were implemented in an
automatic feature engineering library. The output was a large candidate set of features which can
then be filtered using standard feature selection methods to obtain the most relevant subset of
features for the target problem.
Secondly, we conducted an evaluation of automated feature engineering by comparing the
accuracy of a HTTP tunnel detector built with this process versus one built with human-guided
features. Human-guided features were chosen based on previous tunnel detectors described in
the literature as well as our analysis of HTTP tunnel traffic. Experiments performed with both
preprocessing strategies resulted in approximately equal classification accuracy. The results also
aligned with previous tunnel detectors in the literature. Therefore, for the problem tested, we
conclude that automatic feature engineering can be applied to the data preprocessing stage of
machine learning without sacrificing classifier accuracy.
To test whether the same large set of generated features could also be applied to different
detection problems, we built and tested a classifier to differentiate malicious and normal web
requests. The classifier achieved high accuracy on our test data. This showed that a different
subset of features from the same automated feature engineering process could successfully be
applied to a second classification problem. If these features can be applied to other problems
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then it would benefit data scientists by alleviating the need to perform manual, iterative feature
engineering.
While our supervised machine learning approach successfully detected known tunnel types,
it was very limited in its ability to detect novel tunnels. Future work will therefore investigate
incorporating unsupervised techniques for anomaly detection. We will also test online learning
algorithms which are more suitable for processing streams of data (such as this computer network
traffic) and which can better cope with evolving data. Evolving normal traffic is likely to increase
the false positive rate of our detectors unless periodic retraining is performed.
The HTTP tunnel detector has been tested on less than a day of captured traffic, and no
tunnels have been detected with it in real traffic (only in laboratory traffic). A limitation of this
work is we are currently unsure whether the detector would be useful in practice or whether the
base rate fallacy (Axelsson, 2000) means the number of false positives produced would make it
impractical to run on a large network. Further testing will be performed.
The automated feature engineering process in this paper is implemented for HTTP network
traffic. Domains with different input data such as images or genomes necessarily require their
own data preprocessing. The types of features generated by our process were taken from previous
literature. While it already generates a number of feature types, the process could be extended to
produce further useful features as these are discovered by the community.
The HTTP tunnels in this paper are all single source to single destination covert storage
channels. Future work could investigate detection of other types of covert channel. Also, since
our approach currently relies on application-level information, it does not detect tunnels over
HTTPS unless they are first initiated with a HTTP CONNECT method to a proxy (or are manin-the-middled). Further work could investigate tunnel detection when only encrypted data is
available for analysis.
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